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“AEGIS is the world's leading technology combined piece.”

a display function of arc time Control 
The arc time function records the amount of time the lens assembly is dark 
(exposed to an arc). Arc time is accumulated and displayed hours and minutes 
as Max. 99 hours 59 minute.

a display function of Current time 
You can access to set a current local time 

timer function 
A time-management function 
with alarms

multi-language support
Help menu displays in Korean 
and English as default setting 
(up to 6 languages supportable) 

help menu
Help menu displays abbreviated 
instructions, modes, and notes 
on proper usage.

alarm function
Alarm clock functions to turn on 
alarm at a specific time.

The high elasticity buffer distributes the helmet 
weight evenly, and the dual injection urethane prevents 
slipping as a slip resistant. 
The features of detachable and easy relocation 
provide to comfortable fit on diverse shape 
heads even a long time to wear. 

Flextech PAD: 
headgear suspension pad

Redesigned as two top bands provide extensive 
adjustability, settings, and enhanced support. 
The 2nd band is designed with rotational motion, 
which is increasing wearable on the head.

Ergonomic Top headgear band

(auto darkening welding lens)

Oversized comfort cushion provides to decentralize 
the weight in a head for long time wear and it sup-
ports to release a helmet load and relief pressures. 

The high elasticity urethane cushion is made of dual 
injection, and it gives to reduce not come off easily 
when wearing on/off a helmet. Also the high Adhesi-
veness provides to easy fit on various shape head. 
It transfers the center of gravity towards the back of 
the head, so to provide a balance with stable fit. 

Flextech Cushion: oversized
comfort cushion provides 
unsurpassed comfort and stability.

Distance Adjustment by six level rail systems between 
the face and the lens. Release tabs as one touch.

easily detachable and quick 
adjusting rail function 

For protecting eyes on the welding from the harmful rays such as ultraviolet rays and infrared rays, 
we provides the improved optic natural-looking Yellow color instead of Green color for more contrast 
and brighter with more realistic. The light state is now Shade 3 instead of shade 3.4, and it supports 
a RED-GREEN Color Blindness welder (5% out of welder in Korea, 8% in Australia, and 7% in U.S.A)  
to provide better contrast plus a clearer view of welding.

LCD Welding Filter

It protects the lens in high amperage applications and silver shell reflects heat, so it keeps reducing a heat transmitting inside the helmet. <Optional>
Aluminum Heat Shield

Flextech Headband

Intellectual property (IP): 10 Registrations of International Patents

Before - Green After - Yellow

112mm×78mm112mm×78mm



As it is stated in OTOS’ slogan, our effort to make the world finest product is finally paid by breaking 
the world record in the safety industry.

We are proud to announce that our new product, OTOS’ AEGIS, has won the first place at the 
iF Design award 2016, the reddot award 2016 from Germany, and IDEA DESIGN EXCELLENCE 

AWARDS 2016 from U.S.A.  And furthermore it’s not only the first record in Asia, 
but also the remarkable achievement in the world safety industry.

    Every year, the winners are chosen from more than 5300 products from 57 different countries in the world 
by the renowned experts evaluating the product’s core standards including innovation 

in design as well as functionality. Only the best of the best are awarded in these awards.
Especially, the oldest of the three awards is the reddot Design Award and IDEA DESIGN EXCELLENCE AWARDS

well known for the strict statutes, which only 2% of the submissions are chosen 
to be the "WINNER" of the award.  It represents not only the excellence of the product’s functionality, 
but also the outstanding achievement in the innovative design that also has reflected customer trend.

As always, OTOS promise you to continue providing the world’s best in the industry 

The winner of the three major world design awards in 2016

“OTOS only manufacturers and provides

     the world finest premier products.”
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